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Optical addressing at the subwavelength scale
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The Green dyadic formalism is applied to the study of the optical properties of dielectric subwavelength
structures integrated in coplanar geometry. We first consider homogeneous wires with high refractive index
featuring subwavelength cross sections. We show that such wires may have guiding properties and that they
may be coupled with a local illumination produced by a focused Gaussian beam totally reflected at the
substrate interface. When excited by the focused beam, these subwavelength optical waveguides~SOW’s!
provide a confined source of light that could be used to excite a single nanoscopic object. Well designed
heteregeneous wires resulting from the alignment of dielectric particles separated from each other by a sub-
wavelength distance are also found to propagate a Gaussian beam excitation over several micrometers. This
propagation occurs with reasonable damping for incident beams in the visible frequency range. The computed
transmission spectra of these heterowires may exhibit narrow gaps. Finally, we discuss the relation between the
optical properties of the SOW and the calculated electromagnetic local density of states.

PACS number~s!: 78.66.2w, 71.36.1c, 07.79.Fc
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of near-field optical microscopy tec
niques now allows mapping of the spatial distribution of t
electromagnetic field intensity at the subwavelength sc
@1#. In this context, these techniques may be used to ch
the operation of devices integrated in coplanar geometry
aimed at controlling the propagation of light at the subm
crometer scale. Such devices might be of experimental in
est for addressing optically single nanoscopic objects de
ited on a substrate. Recently, several studies dealing
electromagnetic energy transfer assisted by subwavelen
sized structures were reported. Takaharaet al. @2# investi-
gated theoretically the propagation of a model optical be
with a subwavelength diameter using a metallic core cy
drical waveguide. Quintenet al. @3# have suggested theoret
cally that thedipole-dipolecoupling between metallic clus
ters could sustain efficient transfer of electromagnetic ene
along a linear chain of silver nanoparticles. Numerical wo
has demonstrated the propagation of local illumination
exploiting the plasmon polaritons sustained by meta
nanowires@4#.

Concerning nonmetallic structures, it has been sugge
that illuminating under total internal reflection a low-inde
medium inserted between two semi-infinite higher-ind
transparent media provides an operational, albeit incomp
photonic band gap@5#. One can then think of introducing
subwavelength structures for transferring light through t
kind of operational gap. Recently, numerical simulatio
have strengthened this appealing idea by introducing die
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~5!/7381~8!/$15.00
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tric particles aligned to build heterowires in the low-inde
gap so as to link optically both higher-index media by e
ploiting an optical resonant tunneling effect. Such structu
were predicted to be efficient for transferring light throu
the operational gap by exploiting the resonant tunneling
fect @6,7#. Inspired by these works, the optical coupling b
tween two channel waveguides using an array of perio
mesoscopic pillars was observed very recently@8#.

In this paper, we demonstate theoretically how fini
length subwavelength optical waveguides~SOW’s! inte-
grated in coplanar geometry can guide the incident light oa
focused beam. Such devices of subwavelength cross sect
are deposited on a flat transparent substrate. They are m
of materials having high refractive indices. The SOW’s a
excited by a three-dimensional~3D! Gaussian beam which i
incident on the transparent substrate in such a way that
totally reflected when there is no structure deposited on
surface of the said substrate. The optical properties of
SOW are analyzed on the basis of near-field optical inten
maps computed with the Green dyadic technique~GDT!.
This intensity is proportionnal to the signal that can be d
tected by a photon scanning tunneling microscope opera
in constant height mode and equiped with a dielectric tip@1#.
Together with a brief summary of the GDT, the modeling
the 3D Gaussian beam is described in Sec. II. The nume
results obtained for SOW’s with homogeneous or perio
cally modulated dielectric functions are discussed, resp
tively, in Secs. III and IV. Specifically, Sec. IV details th
near-field transmission spectrum of a finite-length line
chain of dielectric particles. Finally, Sec. V discusses
7381 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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7382 PRE 62J. C. WEEBERet al.
relationship between the optical properties of the SOW
the electromagnetic local density of states~LDOS!.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

We use Green’s dyadic technique which has proved to
reliable in investigating the optical properties of low
symmetry systems near surfaces@9,10#. In this section, we
summarize the principle of the method before describing
model of the field associated with the incident 3D Gauss
beam used to excite a SOW.

A. Lippmann-Schwinger equation

Figure 1 depicts a schematic view of the reference ge
etry. A SOW, with a volumeV, is fabricated on a transpar
ent substrate. A monochromatic 3D Gaussian beam with
angular frequencyv in vacuum propagating along thez8
axis locally excites one end of the SOW. To study the gu
ing properties of the SOW, we compute the spatial distri
tion of the electric field intensityuEW (rW,v)u2 in an observation
plane parallel to the surface. A general solution for the fi
EW (rW,v) is given by the implicit Lippmann-Schwinger equ
tion:

EW ~rW,v!5EW 0~rW,v!1E
V

drW8GJ ref~rW,rW8,v!VEW ~rW8,v!, ~1!

where V5(«32«2)v2/c2. «3 and «2 denote, respectively
the dielectric function of the upper half space and the die
tric function of the SOW while, as usual,v is the angular
frequency andc is the speed of light in vacuum. The Gree
dyadic GJ ref(rW,rW8,v) describes the field observed atrW if a
fluctuating point source, located atrW8, interacts with the ref-
erence system, which is defined here to be the bare inter
of the substrate~i.e., not including the SOW!. The formula of
GJ ref(rW,rW8,v) may be found in several references@11,12# and
care must be used in handling the so called ‘‘self-term
arising whenrW5rW8 @13#. In our case,EW 0(rW,v) is the electric
field of the incident Gaussian beam decaying in medium«3.

Applying the GDT to compute the total fieldEW (rW,v) re-
quires discretization of the direct space. The SOW is t
modeled by a finite number of small polarizable pieces
matter~cells!. If the dimensions of the cells are small com

FIG. 1. Definition of the parameters of the computation. A SO
~dielectric function«2) lying on the surface of a substrate~dielectric
function «1) is illuminated by a Gaussian beam reflected at
interface between the substrate and the outside medium~dielectric
function «3).
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pared to the effective wavelength of the medium, the el
tromagnetic field is supposed to be constant over the volu
of each cell. The discretized form of Eq.~1!,

EW ~rW,v!5EW 0~rW,v!1Vv (
r k
WPV

GJ ref~rW,r k
W ,v!EW ~r k

W ,v!, ~2!

where v denotes the volume of one cell andr k
W the center

position of thekth cell, may then be cast as a system
linear equations in which the unknowns are the values of
electric fieldEW (r k

W ,v) inside each cell. This system is solve
by standard algorithms.

B. Modeling a totally reflected 3D Gaussian beam

In order to solve Eq.~2!, we have to provide an expres
sion of the zeroth order solutionEW 0(rW,v). This field corre-
sponds to that of a three-dimensional Gaussian beam th
incident on the flat interface, i.e., in the absence of any str
ture deposited on the substrate. For the aim of this paper
need to computeEW 0(rW,v) only for rW coordinates located
above the substrate. The electric field associated with
beam is expanded as a two-dimensional spectrum of p
waves so that, for an incident beam propagating in the (xOz)
plane toward negative values ofx ~see Fig. 1!, it reads

EW inc8 ~x8,y,z8!5E
2`

1`

daE
2`

1`

dbjW inc8 ~a,b!

3exp@ iax81 iby1 ig (a,b)~z82z08!#. ~3!

In this last formula, we used a rotation around they axis
which defines Cartesian coordinates (x8,y,z8) such that the
z8 direction is parallel to the direction of propagation of th
incident beam. In this system of coordinates, (0,0,z08) locates
the focal point of the Gaussian beam and thez8 component
of the wave vectorg (a,b) of the incident beam is simply
given by

g (a,b)5S «1

v2

c2
2a22b2D 1/2

. ~4!

The Gaussian shape of the beam is determined by the Fo
amplitudes

jW inc8 ~a,b!5zW inc8 ~a,b!exp@2w0~a21b2!/4#, ~5!

where the beam waistw0 controls the lateral size of the
incident beam in the focal plane.

In Eq. ~3!, the integration running over all possible valu
of a and b introduces evanescent harmonics~i.e., purely
imaginary g (a,b)) in the plane wave expansion. Howeve
since we consider an incident beam with an oblique in
denceu leading to total reflection~Fig. 1!, the radiative har-
monics with a value ofa,2Ae1 v/c cosu such thata,
2A«1(v/c)cosu propagate toward the negative values ofz,
so that they are not transmitted through the interface fr
the lower to the upper half space but from the upper to
lower half space. In order to keep the model within a reas
able level of complexity, we limit the integration of the 2
spectrum~3! to plane waves, for which the inequality (a2

e
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1b2),«1(v
2/c2)cos2u holds. With this restriction, all the har

monics in the plane wave expansion of the incident beam
radiative and travel toward the positive values ofz. Note
that, for our practical purpose, this approximation does
introduce any significant limitation. Indeed, assuming
beam waist as small asw05l, the factor exp@2w0(a

2

1b2)/4# is small compared to the amplitude of the fund
mental harmonic (a5b50), for any harmonic (a,b) such
that (a21b2)>«1(v2/c2)cos2u, even for an angle of inci-
dence as large asu560° @14#. In Eq.~3!, all the plane waves
are transverse; thus the componentz inc,z8

8 (a,b) can be de-
rived from the relation

z inc,z8
8 ~a,b!5

21

g (a,b)
@az inc,x8

8 ~a,b!1bz inc,y8
8 ~a,b!#. ~6!

Settingz inc,x8
8 (a,b)51 andz inc,y8

8 (a,b)50 in Eq.~3! for
all possible values ofa andb leads to a TM polarized beam
since the electric field componentEW inc,y8

8 perpendicular to the
plane of incidence keeps a zero value at any observa
point @15–17#. The TE polarization is directly obtained wit
z inc,x8
8 (a,b) and z inc,y8

8 (a,b) respectively fixed to 0 and 1
Note that, unlike for a single homogeneous plane wave,
electric field of a Gaussian beam is not transverse with
spect to the propagation direction~the z8 axis in our case!,
except at the focal point. As a consequence, specific eff
due to this property may arise when an object is illumina
by a polarized Gaussian beam@18#. If R(u) is the usual 3
33 rotation matrix that aligns the local system of coor
nates (x8,y,z8) with the initial reference frame (x,y,z), the
expressions in the (x,y,z) system of the Fourier amplitud
and the wave vector of each plane wave in the expansion~3!
turn out to be

S z inc,x

z inc,y

z inc,z

D 5R~u!S z inc,x8
8

z inc,y8
8

z inc,z8
8

D ~7!

and

S kx~a,b!

ky~a,b!

kz
(1)~a,b!

D 5R~u!S a

b

g (a,b)

D . ~8!

If d labels the angle between thex axis of the fixed system o
coordinates and the direction ofkW i(a,b)5kx(a,b)xW

1ky(a,b)yW , it is a straightforward matter to show, from th
boundary conditions in the planez50, that the tangentia
components of the transmitted Fourier amplitudes for e
plane wave are obtained using

S zx
(T)

zy
(T)D 5S ~t i2t'!cos2d1t' ~t i2t'!cosd sind

~t i2t'!cosd sind ~t i2t'!sin2d1t'
D

3S z inc,x

z inc,y
D . ~9!

In Eq. ~9!, t i andt' are the Fresnel coefficients given by
re
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e
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d

h

t'5
2kz

(1)~a,b!

kz
(1)~a,b!1kz

(3)~a,b!
, ~10!

t i5
2«1kz

(3)~a,b!

«3kz
(1)~a,b!1«1kz

(3)~a,b!
. ~11!

As usual, kz
(3) is defined by kz

(3)(a,b)5(«3v2/c22kx
2

2ky
2)1/2. The componentzz

(T) is deduced from the tangentia

components using the relation¹W •zW (T)50. Since all the com-
ponents ofzW (T) are determined, the fieldEW 0(x,y,z) is finally
written as follows:

EW 0~x,y,z!5E
2A«1(v/c)cosu

A«1(v/c)cosu
daE

2A«1(v2/c2)cos2u2a2

A«1(v2/c2)cos2u2a2

dbzW (T)

3exp@2w0~a21b2!/4#

3exp@ i kx~x2x0!1 iky~y2y0!1 ikz
(3)~z2z0!#,

~12!

where (x0 ,y0 ,z0) represents the position of the focal point
the initial, unrotated, system of coordinates (x,y,z). Let us
note that the GDT requires computation of the plane wa
expansion of the 3D Gaussian beam of the 0th order solu
EW 0(rW) only. The direct-space discretization of the obje
avoids the calculation of each Fourier component of the fi
EW (rW) scattered by the SOW.

C. Illumination by a totally reflected Gaussian beam

Before discussing the optical properties of the subwa
length cross section waveguides, we first detail the illumi
tion field that will be used to locally excite one end of
SOW. Figure 2 displays the electric intensity map compu
in the (xOz) plane, using Eq.~12!, for a TM polarized
Gaussian beam propagating toward the negative valuesx
and being totally reflected on a flat glass-air interface. T
electrical intensity has been normalized relative to the int
sity at the focal point of the incident beam. This focal po
was placed at the originO of the fixed system of coordinate
(x,y,z). An interference pattern parallel to the interface
visible in the area in which the incoming and reflected bea
interact with each other. In spite of the location of the foc
point at the origin of the reference frame, the incident a
reflected beams are not symmetrical with respect to thx
50 plane. This observation is related to the Goos-Ha¨nschen
shift @19,20#. Finally, it can be seen that the incident an
reflected beams appear on Fig. 2 with the same gray le
intensity because the total reflection on a dielectric interf
does not lead to energy losses. In the case of a metal
film deposited on a surface, plasmon excitations may sign
cantly reduce the intensity of the reflected beam~see
Ref. @15#!.

III. HOMOGENEOUS SOW’S

This section analyzes the features of the electric near-fi
intensity maps computed in the vicinity of homogeneo
SOW’s excited locally by a totally reflected Gaussian bea
These maps can be interpreted as the signal that coul
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7384 PRE 62J. C. WEEBERet al.
measured with a dielectric local probe of a photon scann
tunneling microscope operating in constant height mo
@21#. To show the coupling of the light of the incident bea
with the modes of the SOW, we consider a linear and hom
geneous SOW with a length of 8mm and a cross section o
1503150 nm2. The SOW is supported by a transpare
glass substrate with a dielectric constant«152.25. The di-
electric constant of the SOW is fixed to a realistic value
«254.0 over the whole visible range. Such a value could
obtained with materials such as TiO2 or SiNx . The SOW is
locally illuminated by a monochromatic 3D beam whose a
gular frequencyv defines a wavelength in vacuuml
52pc/v5633 nm and a beam waistw052l. The three
parameters, namely, the cross section, the dielectric func
and the incident angular frequency, have been chosen in
a way that the SOW could sustain a single mode if it w
infinitely long and embedded in air@22#. In order to reduce
the number of computational configurations to be inve
gated, we have restricted our analysis to a TM polariz
incident beam.

Figure 3~a! presents the electric intensity map comput
70 nm above the top interface of the SOW for an incid
beam propagating toward negative values ofx and impinging
on the substrate interface with an angle of incidenceu
550°. In this example@Fig. 3~a!#, the intensity is normalized
with respect to the intensity existing at a point located in
observation plane just above the focal point of the bea
Revealing the excitation of a guided mode inside the SO
an electric field intensity of the same order of magnitude
the reference intensity can be observed around the com
dielectric structure. As expected intuitively, the efficiency
this coupling is optimized when the Gaussian beam
aligned with the axis of the waveguide. We can interpret t

FIG. 2. Computed in the plane (y50), electrical intensity of a
Gaussian beam totally reflected at the interface between a g
substrate«1 and a less refringent outside medium«3 ~air!. The
angular frequency of the incident beam defines a wavelengt
vacuuml52pc/v5633 nm. The angle of incidence isu550°
and the beam waist is fixed tow051.26 mm. The intensity is nor-
malized with respect to the intensity at the focal point (x05y0

5z050)Z. The gray scale is truncated to a maximum value of
in order to visualize the interaction between the incident and
flected beams.
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phenomenon as a consequence of the Goos-Ha¨nschen shift
already mentioned above~Fig. 2!. Actually, this lateral shift
is associated with a Poynting vector of the incident be
which flows parallel to the substrate interface in the up
half medium«3 before coming back into medium«1. The
SOW axis being parallel to the plane of incidence, if t
right end of the SOW is placed in the area in which t
Goos-Hänschen shift occurs, many Fourier components
the Poynting vector of the incident beam will be parallel
the axis of the SOW. In other words, this illumination mo
achieves a kind of local source emitting light in grazing i
cidence. Moreover, we have observed that a good coup
efficiency is obtained when the fundamental harmonic of
beam is totally reflected. However, reducing the angle
incidence slightly below the critical angle for total reflectio
still allows efficient coupling provided that the beam
tightly focused. Indeed, in a tightly focused beam, the pla
wave spectrum is large enough to ensure that a harm
with a significant amplitude is totally reflected even if th
angle of incidence is a few degrees below the critical ang
In the case of normal incidence, the coupling with the diel
tric SOW does not occur. This normal incidence feature
quite different from what was found for metallic nanowire
@4#.

The crosscut plotted in Fig. 3~b! exhibits a standing wave
pattern resulting from the interference of the guided mo
with the light reflected back at the end of the SOW. Furth
more, in spite of the subwavelength size of the cross sec
of the the SOW, the mode remains well confined@see Fig.
3~c!#, producing a local source of light at the left extremi
of the SOW.

In order to improve the versatility needed for optical a
dressing, a device involving SOW components should
able to guide light not only along linear trajectories but a
following bent trajectories. In today’s standard optical int
grated systems@23#, the deflection of the propagation direc
tion is performed with bent waveguides. However, the c

ss

in

5
-

FIG. 3. ~a! Top view of the electric near-field intensity com
puted 70 nm above a 8.0mm long homogeneous SOW locall
excited by the Gaussian beam.~b! Solid line: Crosscut of the near
field intensity map alongy50 mm. For reference, the dashed lin
shows the profile of the totally reflected beam if the SOW is abs
~c! Crosscut of the near-field intensity map along the linex5
27 mm. The lateral size of the device is compared to the late
extension of the mode sustained by the SOW.
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vature of the bent zone must be weak in order to prev
high radiations losses. Figure 4~a! proposes an arrangeme
of finite-length SOW’s designed to achieve an efficient d
flection of light over a short transition length. This devi
relies on coupling the modes sustained by each single lin
SOW. The lateral distance between each element has
fixed to 50 nm in order to ensure an efficient overlap of
modes of two successive elements. Figure 4~b! shows the
intensity computed over the system when the incident be
illuminates the first segment only. An 800 nm lateral defle
tion of the light is achieved over a transition length
3.5 mm. Relatively to standard waveguide devices, this ra
of the lateral deflection distance over the transition len
appears to be rather important. Radiation losses are kept
sonably low since the intensity detected over the last s
ment is close to the intensity found at the end of a sin
linear SOW@Fig. 3~a!#.

IV. HETEROGENEOUS SOW

A. Propagation along a heterogeneous SOW

The previous section considered SOW with homogene
values of the optical index along their axis. We now exam
the capability of heterogeneous SOW’s to propagate a lo
excitation. Deposited on the same substrate as above,
homogeneous SOW’s, respectively 3.0mm and 1.5 mm
long, are aligned so as to obtain a 4.5mm gap between thei
closest ends~Fig. 5!. A finite chain of dielectric particles is
introduced in this gap. Such a chain is an elementary r
ization of a heterowire, which is a more general geome
defined by alternating values of the dielectric function alo
the longitudinal axis of the SOW. The same Gaussian be
as above excites the right end of the 3.0mm long SOW. The
light exiting at its left end then excites a heterowire. T
distance between the particles is fixed at 150 nm and t
dimensions along thex and z axes are, respectively,l x
5100 nm andl z5150 nm. In order to study the guidin
properties of the chain at the angular frequency definingl
52pc/v5633 nm, we present in Fig. 6 a series of near
field intensity maps computed above the system for differ

FIG. 4. ~a! Arrangement of several homogeneous SOW’s dep
ited on the surface of the substrate to guide light along a bent p
~b! Electrical near-field intensity map computed 70 nm above
system when the right-hand SOW is excited by the Gaussian be
nt
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widths l y of the particles. Figure 6~a! will be the reference
geometry in which the gap between the two homogene
SOW’s is not padded with any particles. In spite of this ga
we observe a residual intensity over the second SOW
about 8% of the normalized intensity. This residual intens
is related to the radiative components of the field emitted
the SOW excited by the incident Gaussian beam on the ri
If a chain of dielectric particles with a width ofl y
5100 nm @Fig. 6~b!# is inserted between the two SOW’s
the intensity along the chain decays exponentially with
1/e2 damping distance of about 4.0mm. When the widthl y
is scaled up to 250 nm@Fig. 6~c!#, the intensity over this kind
of heterowire is not damped anymore. Finally, the avera
intensity at the ‘‘exit’’ end of the left SOW is found to b

-
th.
e
m.

FIG. 5. Projection on the surface of the substrate of the ge
etry of a heterowire built as a chain of dielectric pads. The chai
placed in the gap between two homogeneous SOW’s.

FIG. 6. Sequence of near-field electrical intensity maps co
puted over the system described in Fig. 5 for increasing value
the lateral sizesl y of the particles. For reference, in~a!, the gap
between the two homogeneous SOW’s is devoid of particles.
electric particles of increasing size (l y along they axis! are padding
the gap in~b! ( l y5100 nm!, ~c! ( l y5250 nm!, and ~d! ( l y5450
nm!.
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7386 PRE 62J. C. WEEBERet al.
equal to the average intensity computed over the ‘‘entran
end of the SOW when the widthl y reaches about 450 nm
@Fig. 6~d!#. We conclude that mesoscopic dielectric particl
aligned in coplanar geometry, can propagate a local exc
tion over distances of several micrometers with a reason
low damping.

Of course, it is clear that the region located between
two homogeneous SOW’s is not a true optical gap beca
as shown in Fig. 6~a!, some residual radiative componen
are emitted at the end of the right SOW. However, as in
case of incomplete optical gaps@7,8#, the introduction of
heterowires between the two homogeneous SOW’s in
duces additional electromagnetic states which are avail
to improve the amount of transferred energy. These elec
magnetic states are localized around each individual part
By overlapping each other, they can propagate a local e
tation along the chain. Figure 6 demonstrates that increa
the lateral sizes of the particles improves the propaga
along the chain, thereby increasing the output intensity at
‘‘exit’’ end of the left SOW. This is due not only to the
overlap of the localized states but also to the more effic
forward scattering of the radiative components, which is
pected when the volume of a scatterer grows@24#.

B. Spectroscopic properties of periodic heterowires

The above results show that an appropriate choice of
size of the small dielectric particles may define a heterow
guiding visible light over several micrometers. As introduc
in Ref. @7# and as will be detailed in the next section, such
effect is obtained by increasing, in a desired range of in
dent angular frequencies, the density of states of a po
transmitting structure chosen as reference. Recent w
about photonic band gap materials@25# follow another route:
fine tuning of the periodic modulation of the dielectric fun
tion is exploited to decrease the density of electromagn
states of a transparent reference system in a desired ran
incident angular frequencies. Both approaches are, of cou
equivalent since they both aim at tailoring the transmiss
spectrum.

In order to get more insight into spectroscopic properti
Fig. 7 considers 11 identical particles aligned to set a 5mm
long chain. A spacing of 150 nm separates the 150 nm h
particles whose projections on the surface of the subst
define 3503350 nm2 squares. The index of refraction o
these pad-shaped particles is equal to 2. Keeping the s
normalization procedure as above, Fig. 7 displays the ele
intensity computed at an observation point located at
‘‘exit’’ left end of the chain when the incident angular fre
quency definesl52pc/v varying between 450 nm and 80
nm. The spectrum of Fig. 7 exhibits a narrow gap cente
around 550 nm that corresponds to the low-transmission
gime. Such a spectral signature is similar to the effect
quired when introducing a periodic structure in order to tai
photonic band gaps in the transmission spectrum of semi
ductor waveguides@26,27#. The observed gap is related to
kind of destructive interference pattern between the fie
scattered back and forth by each particle.

Figure 8 displays two near-field electric intensity ma
computed close above the chain for two incident angu
frequencies definingl52pc/v5543 nm and 633 nm cor
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responding, respectively, to a minimum and a maximum
the transmission spectrum. Forl5543 nm, the intensity de-
cays strongly before reaching the ‘‘exit’’ end of the hetero
ire while, for l5633 nm, an important intensity is sprea
over the whole chain. Forl5633 nm, the intensity over the
particles is enhanced right over their edges, which are p
pendicular to the longitudinal axis of the chain. This patte
features the mode sustained by each particle. Conside
now the response of the entire chain, we observe that
individual response of the particles is modulated by an en

FIG. 7. Near-field transmission spectrum of a chain of mes
copic particles~parameters described in the text!. The normalized
intensity corresponds to the electric intensity at the observa
point at the left ‘‘exit’’ end of the chain.

FIG. 8. Near-field electrical intensity map computed over t
chain whose near-field transmission spectrum appears in Fig. 7.
angular frequencies defining the wavelengths in vacuuml
52pc/v5543 nm and 633 nm correspond, respectively, to
minimum and a maximum of the transmission spectrum of Fig
In order to avoid overloading the figure, the projections of on
three particles in the chain are shown on both maps.
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lope function with a periodicity of about 1.5mm. This
modulation is obviously related to the back reflection at
end of the finite-length chain. Both the size of the individu
particles and the length of the entire chain determine
spatial distribution of the electric field and consequently
spectroscopic properties of the device. A previous study@7#
found that the position and width of the gap in the transm
sion spectrum of a heterowire integrated in coplanar ge
etry are sensitive to the geometrical parameters, the ref
tive index, and the number of particles in the chain. T
filtering of a given angular frequency is thus possible
adjusting these parameters.

V. ELECTROMAGNETIC LOCAL DENSITY OF STATES

The electromagnetic local density of states is the ba
underlying concept that describes the intrinsic optical pr
erties of heterowires, without any additional features due
any specific illumination. The Green function approach
scattering theory, adopted in this paper, implicitly relies
the LDOSh(rW,v), which reads@28#

h~rW,v!52
1

p
Tr Im GJ ~rW,rW,v! ~13!

where the tensorGJ (rW,rW8,v) is the Green dyadic of the whol
system defined as any structure deposited on the surfac
the substrate. When dealing with complex optical syste
such as those considered here, the precise computation o
electromagnetic dyadicGJ (rW,rW8,v) is obtained by solving the

Dyson equation that relatesGJ (rW,rW8,v) to the Green dyadic

GJ ref(rW,rW8,v) of the reference system@7#. Defined as in Eq.
~13!, the LDOS computed in this paper represents the spa
distribution of the electric intensity associated with the
genstates, of angular frequencyv, sustained by a structur
deposited on the surface of the substrate.

In order to illustrate the information contained in LDO
maps, let us consider two homogeneous SOW’s with sim
parameters~length 5 mm, width 150 nm! except for the
height, which is fixed toh5100 nm for the first one and to
h5150 nm for the second one. Figures 9 and 10 disp
simultaneously the spatial distribution of electric field inte
sity and the LDOS maps, both computed in an observa
plane located 70 nm over the top of each SOW. The elec
cal intensity maps are computed for a local illumination p
duced by a totally reflected Gaussian beam with an incid
angular frequency definingl52pc/v5633 nm. The 100
nm high SOW does not sustain a guided mode at this spe
frequency, since only a very weak intensity is found at
exit end of the SOW@Fig. 9~a!#. On the contrary, the near
field intensity map computed above the 150 nm high wa
guide shows that the higher SOW propagates a local ex
tion @Fig. 10~a!#. Looking now to the corresponding LDO
maps above each SOW, a rather flat response is spread
the axis of the smaller SOW@Fig. 9~b!# while a pronounced
standing wave shows up along the axis of the higher
@Fig. 10~b!#. As in the case of the field intensity map pr
sented in Fig. 3, the standing wave pattern in the LDOS
caused by the finite length of the structure which allo
resonant multiple reflections at both ends of the SOW. S
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a resonant phenomenon is, of course, identified with a m
with a larger lifetime at this specific angular frequency. W
thus conclude that a significantly pronounced standing w
pattern showing up in the LDOS map determines a kind

FIG. 9. Comparison of the near-field intensity (uEW u2) maps~a!
and LDOS maps~b! computed in the same plane of observati
above a 100 nm high homogeneous SOW.

FIG. 10. Comparison of the near-field intensity (uEW u2) maps~a!
and LDOS maps~b! computed in the same plane of observati
above a 150 nm high homogeneous SOW.
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eigenmode of the system. This reasoning can also be ap
to studying the spectral properties of heterowires. Note
the simple criterion discussed here is somewhat arbit
since it depends on the observation plane~70 nm above the
top of each SOW in our examples!. A more thorough crite-
rion, taking into account the LDOS valuesinside the SOW,
should indeed be elaborated to analyze the optical eig
modes of any SOW device. Nevertheless, having in mind
check the optical properties of a SOW by near-field opti
measurements justifies the choice of the criterion retai
here.

VI. CONCLUSION

Numerical simulations based on the Green dyadic met
show that the excitation of SOW’s made of dielectric stru
tures integrated in coplanar geometry is conceivable usin
3D Gaussian beam totally reflected at the interface of
substrate. For visible frequencies, the guiding process is
pected to be efficient over distances of several micromet

Computations of near-field electrical intensity maps s
gest that a homogeneous SOW, locally excited at one o
ends by a 3D Gaussian beam totally reflected at the inter
of the substrate, provides a source of light confined withi
T.

p
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a

subwavelength lateral size at its other end. Such a lo
source could be used to address optically single nano-ob
~fluorescing molecules, quantum dots, etc.!. In addition, rel-
evant guiding processes along curved paths with small r
of curvature have been identified.

The structure of the the dielectric function profile of th
SOW along its linear axis allows one to tailor the frequen
ranges where the propagation occurs. In such heterow
the propagation relies on overlapping of the localized sta
sustained by each particle inside the heterowire. For su
ciently large particles, a phenomenon akin to a photo
band gap effect can be found in the near-field transmiss
spectrum of a heterowire deposited on a substrate. Fin
the electromagnetic local density of states may provide
evant insight into the optical properties of SOW devices w
no need to resort to any local illumination model.
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